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INFORMATION

The information given under the heading of "Young Amer­
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the Ascended Masters will give their Light for the use of the
outer world in the Golden "I AM" Age.

This magazine is not an outlet for articles from the stu­
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THE SINDELAR STUDIOS
2600 South Hoover Street
Los Angeles, California
EAU'TEOUS Cave of Symbols so bright,
Focus of Blest Saint Germain’s Great Light,
Temple of Power and Unfed Flame,
Glorious Source of the “Mighty I AM”;
Pure spreads Thy Radiance over our Land,
Silent Thy Love, yet Great Thy Command,
Call now Our People unto Thy Height,
Shed forth Thine own Rays all dazzling bright.

Great, Great is His Love—America’s Friend!
Joy, Peace, Perfection—Life without end!
Blaze forth His Splendor freely to all,
Hearing and answering each heart’s call;
We now behold His Transcendent Light
Raised into Victory, Glory and Might,
Free ever free in Love we arise,
Gazing into Our Presence’ own Eyes.

Then, as we stand the Master of Life,
Wielding the Power that stills all strife,
The privilege it is to serve, we know,
Giving the Gifts that Light can bestow;
Until like the Sun from Its Glorious Height,
We too direct Its Power—Its Might,
Releasing Its Treasures and Life’s True Love,
We lift all on earth to Freedom above.

Chanera
ELOVED Children of the Light, in all that is required to-day in the need of mankind and in the need of America, I come forth to-night to charge into you, all San Francisco and vicinity My Power of the Victory of the Light. It is needed more than you know! The discord that has been released in your city during the past months by certain individuals, has made it imperative for great Assistance to be given; and therefore, you the Children of the Light who have stood firm and staunch to the Light, you shall have Our Assistance; and you shall be the Victory of the Light.

There is no power but the Light. There is no Power but Victory to the Children of Light; and by that Infinite Power, I charge My Victory into you and your feeling world. Your Victory is released by the Power, the energy from the physical octave that charges into the atmosphere the Power of Light and Victory which We shall wield; to govern the gas belts; to govern the conditions in your city; and to annihilate strikes from your city and the western coast forever. (applause—audience rising)

The individuals and the forces of darkness who have denied Our Reality, who have denied the Ascended Masters, shall feel the Power of the Victory of Light and the Ascended Masters. (applause) I want you to feel, beloved ones, what it means to serve the Light and to serve it honestly, earnestly and sincerely. Even though there be but three sincere to the Light, in your purity and strength of your “Mighty I AM Presence,”
still shall that Power of Light come into action at your call.

This city shall not be destroyed again! (applause) Let Me assure you, beloved ones. While I am sure not one of you is looking for any personal reward, yet you who have stood so firm to the Light, are beginning to see the evidence of that great privilege. Everywhere throughout America these Mighty Calls, these Mighty Decrees, are being answered more than you could possibly comprehend at this time unless you understood and saw with the All-seeing-eye; but I say to you, beloved ones, We know the Victory of the Light—WE ARE IT!

I tell you that when your calls are sincere and honest, there reigns in your heart a power with which no destructive force in this Universe can cope. Now remember that in your individual requirements; in your activity; in your calls for the protection of America, and We always mean North America. We shall include all North America.

I want you to understand, to-night, that having gained a momentum in your calls to the Powers of Light, you are at the open gateway now where the greater manifestations will come forth; and I mean to everyone of you who is sincere. Remember the Ascended Master, Saint Germain, has told you from the beginning that the day was at hand when the people who served the Light shall be served by the Light.

In past ages, the Students of the Light—now notice this carefully—who through the various means of supposed attainment, occultism and all phases of metaphysics, went through privation indescribable. Why? Not because it was the Law
of Life; but because they only had a fragmentary understanding of that great Law of Life, which they were.

You to-day are fortunate indeed. In the understanding of the Great Presence of all Life, do you think for one moment that your "Mighty I AM Presence" is just for you? Your "Mighty I AM Presence" is the Governor of the Universe. Oh dear people, for heaven's sake, remember, and FEEL that with all the Power you have! You are not subject to any kind of limitation, once you are earnest and sincere in the acceptance of your "Mighty I AM Presence." Do not feel that you have to look anywhere else in the world. Your "Mighty I AM Presence" is more powerful than all people in human activity put together. It is the Power of Infinite Light. Dear people—remember that! in your application.

In your call, and according to the harmony in your feelings held sustained, will you feel and see made manifest—in the outer manifestation of your experience—the Power of Light from your Almighty "I AM Presence," when called into action.

I want you to feel that there is no Power opposed to you, beloved Students of the Light! I have charged into your feeling world My Victory and I have never known anything else throughout the centuries, but the Power and Victory of the Light! I command It to go into action in your feeling world and take Command there, in spite of your human limitations.

You shall not wander longer, questioning the Power of your Presence or Its Right to manifest in your experience, to bring forth that which is required. We mean business—I hope you do! Oh
dear people, just think of it! if you are as earnest, sincere and determined as We are to have you free, you will be free!

I tell you there is nothing in the world that can stand before you of limitation, distress or discord of any kind, when you know your "Mighty I AM Presence." Your Presence is the Victory of Light. How is it that I have always known the Victory of Light? Through My own "Mighty I AM Presence," which I became. Do you realize, beloved ones, why the Ascended Masters, the Cosmic Beings are Authority, are Power? Because They have ascended into and become the "Mighty I AM Presence." Do you realize that the Ascended Master or Cosmic Being is the "Mighty I AM Presence," with all the powers and the requirements of earth drawn into that Mighty Intelligence through His Ascension. He then becomes cognizant of all that is required down here, but never does until the Ascension takes place. All the requirements of earth are drawn into the Ascended Being and They know but One Power, the Power of Light!

Therefore, I say to you, beloved ones, do not accept again, ever once again, that there is any power of human beings, persons, places or conditions that can limit you, harm you or distress you in any way!

While I am talking to you to-night, such a Power of the Light Rays is released into the earth under your city and extending far into the ocean; and that power shall govern those gas belts. You beloved ones in this vicinity, one day will know what these Precious Messengers have meant to you and humanity. One day you shall know who they are. You do not know yet. I know, and one
day you will when you really awaken and realize the service they are rendering humanity. These poor unfortunate bedraggled individuals who criticize them, what a reaping. One day, too late, they will see that mistake and then be unable to find their way home.

The greatest opportunity there has been for more than a hundred thousand years is before you to-day. The unfortunate individuals who cannot see that, are most unfortunate indeed; but remember, the individual who cannot or refuses to comprehend, We do not consider. They do not exist so far as We are concerned, but the Light goes on. Its Mighty Power of expansion and action goes on with Its Infinite Power, and there is nothing in the world that can stop it.

Beloved ones! Look into Europe to-day! You see the destruction of nations by a few individuals who have but human power. Then tell Me, that the Infinite Power of Light is not greater? That the Infinite Power of Light cannot sweep those human beings from the face of the earth who refuse to serve the Light?

Do you not realize the Power of Light is taking Its Dominion on earth? Human beings have nothing to do with it! The Power of Light is taking Its Dominion, and the world will see it.

Behold your agitators, your communists, your destructive individuals who have cunningly sought throughout the world and have their claws on the Orient. Yet those claws are loosening every day. (applause). They tried to get their claws upon America and upon you blessed people; but only slightly did those claws reach out; only slightly have they reached the people of America. Those agitators, those destructive individuals, no
matter who or where they are, shall be searched out and shall leave those bodies or leave America! (applause)

When communists reach into your government, when the law of your land says no such thing shall be, then shall the Power of Light sweep them out of the government, and the Power of Light take Its Dominion and place the servants of the Light in official places. (applause)

You might at times think that We are standing idly by. Not when once We have put Our Hands forth and drawn within them the Sword of Blue Flame. Beloved ones, use the Sword of Blue Flame and do not be afraid of it! The Sword of Blue Flame is given into your hands to destroy all inharmony and discord! You do not do these things physically; but you make the call to the Presence in Its Mighty Wisdom, to act in the Power and Use of the Sword of Blue Flame; to dissolve all discord, treachery, deceit and destruction from the people of America. Dear people, if you are afraid to follow the Instructions the Ascended Masters have given you, then do not cry, if you fail individually.

There are students among the great number in America, who listening to foolish gossip, have been fearful of using these Mighty Decrees and the annihilating and consuming power. One day, they will wish they had used It. One day they will wish they had used It and rendered their added protection of the Power of Light, when they needed it.

Beloved ones, why do you think that there has been so much discord and so many attempts to destroy the Light in your city? Because centuries ago your Temple of Light was destroyed by one
who is embodied in your city to-day. That is why. That is why I come to you to-night to annihilate cause and effect of everything for which that individual has been the encouragement to the forces of darkness to pour forth into your city. That individual has no power! I withdraw all power to-night! (applause—audience standing)

While you are standing rejoice with Me that five of the black magicians who were using that individual and did centuries ago, were seized this afternoon. (applause) Behold, why and how was that done? I congratulate those of the Staff who have been making this call individually and you of the students; that the cloak of invisibility be withdrawn from the black magicians who had yet been in hiding, and it is doing its work, thanks to you all.

I tell you that these five black magicians had attained great power of the Light, when they failed and turned from the Pathway of Light. I will not go into the reason why, but they had the understanding and the Power to use the cloak of invisibility. I congratulate those, including our precious Lotus, who have conceived the idea to decree for releasing them; and our blessed Betty, who conceived that it might be possible that some of them had attained the power to clothe themselves with the cloak of invisibility. That was a great inspiration, for it has been true. Surely and steadily, and this is the proof of it, every one will be unclothed of that cloak of invisibility and be removed from the attempt to destroy mankind. (applause)

Now beloved ones, let us talk heart to heart. You are students of the Light. You have come
to know your "Mighty I AM Presence," the Greatest Intelligence and Power in the Universe. Now be firm and unyielding, whether it be Perfection in your physical body; whether it be your call for the protection of America; or whether it be the supply you want—do you not see, dear hearts, that nothing can be withheld from you in your calm, firm determination and your call to your Presence? Put aside the childishness that causes you to waver when something of the old conditions confronts you. It has no power!

You dear precious ones, do not yield any more to the old human wavering when something is required. Straighten yourself and say: "'Mighty I AM Presence' you are the Power acting here. Take command of this thing, and if it is something that does not belong there, dissolve and consume it right now! I know my call releases your Power to do this! See that it is done!"

If it is your supply of money you want: "'Mighty I AM Presence' remember, I call on the Law of Forgiveness for all my mistakes and for all mankind. I want the Light! I call out with every fiber of my being for the Power of Light to take command of my mind and body; to hold Its Dominion and to produce Its Perfection." Then, see how quickly all human conditions will dissolve and disappear before that command.

I want you to understand and to feel your Victory, your Power, your Dominion. You have understood your Presence long enough now to stop all wavering, doubt or questioning and release Its Mighty Power of Action into you and your world. When something is disturbing, say: "Stop that nonsense right now! I will have no more of it. I am the Out-pouring of the 'Mighty
I AM Presence." Then how can discord register there and remain? Once you take that firm positive attitude, you will find that everything discordant will disappear quickly. As soon as you begin to recede a little and give that thing power, of course it surges and then you think: "I am done for again!"

I see blessed, precious, really strong students when a little something strikes them here or there or somewhere else and they say: "Oh dear!" instead of saying: "Stop that right now!" Oh, once you understand that you have the authority to command the energy of your body, to stop all pain or disturbance instantly and replace it by the Power of Light Substance, which the human cannot requalify, you will be so free.

Oh, dear ones, from to-night you will have very much less difficulty in handling your bodies and the conditions about you. (applause) Do you realize that in order to have the fullest results from your calls you must control your body? If your body is in pain or distress you are only having but a fragmentary part of your power, even at your intense call. Your body has held Dominion over you, compelling you to accept pain and distress. Now then, even though you are the cause of it, still does it not have power over you. That is the important thing!

You see, if only now and then one of you had made mistakes throughout the centuries, the story would be quite different; but since all mankind, without exception, have made these mistakes, then who shall say: "I AM better than thou?" Therefore, criticism, condemnation and judgment are out! You see I can use your phraseology as well as you can. It is out! Now re-
member that. IT IS OUT! (applause) When the temptation comes to criticize and your tongue does not act, remember criticism Is Out!

Oh beloved ones, is it not the most childish foolish thing in all mankind's experience—that silly idea of criticism, condemnation or judging some other one of God's children? Many times I have longed, when that was going on in the feeling of someone, to suddenly show that one the Light within the individual whom they were condemning. They would be the most amazed and surprised individuals you ever saw.

Think of it, beloved ones, with the Greatest Light and Power of energy in the Universe beating your precious physical hearts; and then to think mankind would continue to yield to a power outside of that Great Stream of Light! How can you do it? How did any of us ever do it? It has been so long ago, I forget how I did it. I suppose I did once upon a time; but it is a long long time ago; so long, I am glad it is forgotten.

Now just for a few moments will you try to comprehend as I flood the room with this Power of My Comprehension, will you try to feel what it means to be free, wholly free and happy? If you really believe in your Presence, if you really feel that it is there, how can you after a little contemplation, fail to comprehend and realize that you are free?

There is not one of you or any earnest sincere "I AM" Student in America or the world to-day, who could not just like that (motion of hand) turn with the Power of acceptance of his own Presence, and the refusal of acceptance of all outer conditions, and enter into his Freedom quickly. Some would do it within a few hours;
some within a few days; some within a few weeks, could enter into that Great Freedom quickly.

Therefore, to-night when I see the beloved students throughout America and many in other countries, who are calling so earnestly and really are making tremendous effort at Self-control and purity; then do you think that We will not project those Light Rays and give them the Courage, Strength and Power to go forth the Victory of the Light?

Why do you suppose I remained upon this earth with the Group of Those who are with Me? Because I saw the mighty effort of your Beloved Saint Germain; and you will never know until your Ascension what He means to you (applause —audience rising)

Since Saint Germain could not be here to-night, for He is in Europe rendering a mighty service, I convey to Him this instant your great Love, gratitude and adoration. When I have seen throughout America and the other countries the adoration that has gone forth to Him, then I say to you, there is not one thing within My Power that I would withhold from helping you to your Victory and helping every earnest sincere “I AM” Student in America to that Victory. Since, We have come to this point in the release of this Mighty Vibratory action; then We can more definitely begin to see wherein We can release greater Power to render the Service that is required.

While you are standing, will you just feel now these Mighty Currents flow in, through and around you, into your feeling world, and sweep into the Violet Consuming Flame under your feet this Mighty Releasing Power? Feel Its great Power
descend from each one’s own “Mighty I AM Presence,” directed by the Higher Mental Body; for it cannot produce anything but glory, happiness, Perfection and Freedom for you. Do not ever let your human qualify it with anything else.

Descend, Oh Mighty Power of Light! cleanse and purify each one! sweep out of the feeling world all conditions and qualities that are obstructing the way for each one. Replace them by Thy Power and Light-Substance, the Ascended Masters’ Light-Substance.

Mighty Violet Consuming Flame, accept, dissolve and consume all imperfection! Release it into Thy Mighty Flame. Hold about each one Thy Mighty Action, Oh Mighty Violet Consuming Flame, until there is not one thing left that could limit or obstruct the great Out-pouring of Thy Light at the call of the individual to their “Mighty I AM Presence” for Its Out-pouring. Let the calls of every sincere one be answered with the power and speed of the Blue Lightning; that they may know and understand once and forever the Power and Authority of their Presence of Light; that the Glory of It may act instantly.

I congratulate those two blessed ones who felt so inspired and impelled to have this meeting here to-night. I am sure they did not realize just why, but a great purpose was in it; because here the Messengers had drawn this Mighty Focus time and again; and here I chose to release this Power to-night for the protection of your city. Will you not observe how when We choose to do something there is never any obstruction in the way where there are those who are really obedient.
You will always find, beloved ones, in your call to the Presence—if your world is harmonious and you are sincere in your service to the Light—just step by step wherever you need to move, the way will always be prepared. Oh, try to feel that, beloved students, more and more. Do not accept there is anything that can obstruct your way or that can harm you or limit you. You have been set free! but if you still insist on accepting that you are not, then you are very apt to not experience it.

Call the Power of your Presence into action and accept nothing but Its All-powerful direction; release of supply; and all that is required to send you forth the full Victory in the release of that. Your “Mighty I AM Presence” is the Victory of your achievement!

Beloved ones, to-night, in this room there is power enough to dissolve every vestige of anything that has ever been accumulated about you. Will you not accept it? Decree, call and qualify this Power here to-night to dissolve and consume everything that has ever been accumulated about you in the world! Accept it and be free! Then do not ever accept again, in the secret of your own chamber or to anyone else, that there is anything which has power to limit you any longer or to harm you or distress you.

I want you to feel that We are not talking idle nonsense. We are talking of a Mighty Reality; your own Life; to set your own Life into action for you for your eternal Freedom. Why do you not accept it? You say, I want to. If you want to, you will. You cannot help it, if you want to. When you intellectually say: “I will, I shall ac-
cept that!” watch that your feeling follows, joins with your intellect and says: “I too will accept that.” Then you are there! Then, you will know that here, there and everywhere, you are free.

Beloved ones, when such Assistance is offered you, won’t you form as great and firm a determination in your acceptance as We assert in trying to convey the fulness of Its Power into action in your feeling world? We are not so much concerned with your intellect; because it cannot obstruct the way, when once your feeling acts.

Dear ones, if you really understood the Power that is within your feeling, you would go forth from this room, to-night, wholly free beings in full command of your bodies, in full Self-control, and the governing of the energy that goes forth at your command. The authority is there within you. Your call is the Supreme Command to Life! It acts with Invincible Power; and so long as you maintain harmony in your feelings, there is no obstruction in your conscious Power of Qualification. Then, your calls WILL BE ANSWERED.

Now remember, to-night you have been released from all binding power, from all influence of suggestion. Do you know what that means? Do you know, how much you have been acted upon by suggestions in the past eight months? Well, that will not act any more. Just accept this in your feelings. (applause)

Now, beloved friends of Los Angeles, I have something to say to you. Since the two Temples once stood as the Power of Light in these two cities, Los Angeles and San Francisco; and since the one who was the instigator of the destruction of the Temple of Light in Los Angeles, is embodied there now; then, shall those two embodiments
have short duration. (applause) As the Power of Light asserts Its Dominion, the Life of those individuals who want right and justice, will assert Itself; and the destructively charged force released through those two individuals must return upon their creators. When it does, rejoice and know ere that takes place, that the black magicians, who operated through those individuals then and to-day, will all have ceased to function upon the earth.

Dear ones, you oftentimes blame individuals for being a claw of those powerful agencies of darkness. Once they are in those clutches, not understanding this Law, they are helpless; but when such individuals have touched this Stream of Light, have accepted and acknowledged their own "Mighty I AM Presence" and turned again to become the claws of those destructive forces, then is the penalty very severe. No one would wish to see what they must reap; but reap they MUST for there is nothing that can prevent it unless they turn to the Light and with all the power of their beings, call on the Law of Forgiveness and ask to be released from that penalty and promise. Then keep their promise to Life, that they would serve Life, until Life released them from all that had been. This is how even the most destructive forces COULD turn to the Light and once again enter Its Pathway and be free.

I say to you, observe the example before mankind everywhere; how the destructive forces throughout humanity never really win any Victory. Sometimes it seems to be temporary, but the end is always their downfall. Think of it, individuals who have been caught in those destructive forces come into embodiment and carry the de-
structive momentum through one embodiment after the other. When they reach a certain point and gain in their achievement from childhood; again the former destruction pours forth into action; because it is there, because they accepted it into their feeling world. Ofttimes, they continue failing in the entire embodiment, and what a pitiful thing!

All of you, who are here tonight, have failed so many times; and I do not wonder that I see the almost fierce determination which is within many not to fail this time. You cannot fail, anyone, if you will stand by your "Mighty I AM Presence," You have come to know It! It is Real! Mighty Real! The only Reality in this whole Universe is your "Mighty I AM Presence."

Why do you suppose Saint Germain chose to use that expression—your "Mighty I AM Presence"? Because it means that from the moment you look upon that Chart and accept in your feelings that the "Mighty I AM Presence" is there; you have become the "Mighty I AM" whose Presence in action here and It says: "I am here to take command"; but if your feelings waver and doubt, then It waits.

Now beloved ones, the example of the Messengers is before you constantly. They raised themselves from poverty into the Freedom of the Light against the most destructive forces; and by the most dynamic application human beings ever made. You can do the same and as quickly if you have the same determination. Once you really know that no human creation, condition nor anything limits you, causes pain or distress in all the world, except that which is human creation, you can conquer it and be free.
You know very well God never created your pain and distress. God gave you a Mighty Power of Light within your human form. It is placed there to hold Its Dominion if you give It a chance. Since you have forgotten It and gave It no recognition, no acceptance; then you pay the penalty by human creation acting within your human form; because you gave It power to act. It has no power unless you accept It.

How do you accept it? The Messengers have explained the reason a number of times very vividly—by the Power of your attention. Your Life Stream comes into connection through your attention with the discord and destructive action; and the quality comes back and acts within your world. Then you know the Power of your attention. If you do not want that, keep your attention off all destructive forces—especially gossip, condemnation and criticism.

My dear people, what do you think one half hour will do in entering into or listening to vicious gossip, criticism and condemnation? You are charging your world with its action; and you will have it Out-pictured as sure as you breathe a breath! It might not come until weeks later, and then you wonder: "Oh dear, what is the matter?" My dear people, these are Laws of Life, no person in the Universe side-steps them, and why won't mankind understand? Why won't they feel the Mighty Reality of this Law and with a great firmness take command, hold Self-control, and stop these limiting and distressing things forever?

My dear ones, I have observed some of the blessed students and have seen them do some of the most gigantic things in their own Self-control
and the Victory that followed. When I see individuals alone stepping out of a family wherein great viciousness is—great opposition to their acceptance of the Light—that takes strength, beloved ones; but those blessed ones are going forth the Eternal Victory of the Light; and in all of them, I shall see that they have My Victory acting in their worlds. Not that I will not lend every Assistance possible to everyone who is sincere; but to think that there are human beings in this world who are so depraved, as to oppose those whom they claim to love; yet who want to seek Freedom of the Light. It is incredible, but it is done constantly.

Therefore, the students, wherever they find themselves must be strong enough to rise up, step forth and take their Dominion in the Light. There is no such thing as Love, when an individual tries to oppose one who wants the Light, and there never was. If there had been Love It would give them their Freedom. Where that great viciousness exerts itself, it is only animal desire that was there, not Love.

Let Me tell you, I have seen it acting among the students sometimes when their sex desire was opposed. The viciousness in that individual knows no bounds but that has no power to hold the Children of Light. Remember, beloved students, your every movement is watched, not only by your Higher Mental Body, but by the Ascended Masters. There is no such thing as deception. There is no such thing as hiding something, so do not try it. I am talking to you heart to heart tonight because Our Love is so great for you and We want you to be so free; but you cannot do it so long as there are lurking dishonest motives;
or just a slight inclination to side-step the truth. Tell the Truth, if the heavens fall! Individuals have tried sometimes to see how much they could deceive the Messengers, believing that the Messengers did not know everything that was going on.

Look upon these two forms to-night, they seem and are very humble, very natural; but they are so far beyond what these human forms seem to Out-picture, that you would be greatly surprised. Because they are firm enough and strong enough to hold obedience to the Light and hold the students who do not want to give obedience in line. Do not criticise them. They are the authority in This Work, and shall remain so. Remember that.

Beloved ones, to-night is one of the Glories of Life. Oh, that all of America might be as ready and willing as you are to accept the Power of Light. Within thirty days all conditions of limitation and distress would have disappeared from your America; but the Victory of the Light is expanding so rapidly.

Beloved ones, be of good courage. We sometimes feel it is not wise to tell all of the expansion that has taken place within ninety days; but it is tremendous. So I say to you who have been so earnest in these Mighty Decree Groups, your service is tremendous! We give you acknowledgment, and even though you do not see yourselves humanly Out-picturing all that; yet We know it and tell you for your encouragement and strength. We call your attention to it, because We do know; and until that day when you of your own self know definitely that which We now know; then We wish as a little compromise to give you the encouragement when it is due, when it is right and when it will be a strength.
to you. Therefore, to-night will be one that you shall never forget; for I will remind you, if you try to forget it.

Do you realize, beloved ones, what your Goddess of Liberty means to you? I am not speaking of the Statue; I am speaking of the Reality—the Mother of the American people—the God-mother of you! Wondrous beyond all words; and notice in preparation for your coming, She in that great moment revealed to Washington the future of America; the episodes that were to take place, but because there were not sufficient individuals having the Understanding of Life, the first two episodes took place exactly as was shown.

The Goddess of Liberty saw, that if something more than ordinary was not brought forth to the assistance of mankind, they would perish completely in the third episode. That Great One was shown the Power of Light. How could that Power be released? Not by the Light Itself! Then, how did that Great Presence of Life know sufficiently clear to say: “If necessary that Light as of a thousand suns would be released to dissolve and consume all human viciousness and discord from the planet”? Then, that Great Presence must have seen that there would be enough of humanity awaken to the Power of their Presence; to make the calls which would enable the Power of the Cosmic Light to release Itself at a given time to do Its Perfect Work. Now you heard Me say, “a given time.” That is not prophecy. A given time according to the call and the release of humanity.

I could say to you to-night: “If you will do certain things between now and to-morrow night,
I can tell you exactly what will occur the following week”; but if you refuse to do it or forget to do it, then that which I had told you would be wrong, would it not? It would not mean that I had made a mistake; but you had failed to fulfill your part. You see how simple, how majestic, how powerful these Laws of your Life are?

Beloved ones, let this great release which is coming to-night fill you with such joy and happiness that It is forever sustained in Its expanding Activity until your calls bring immediately the answer.

Beloved ones, I say this in so great a Love and kindness: the Great Divine Director said many months ago that if the Christian Scientists did not stop opposing this work they would empty their churches; if the orthodox world did not stop it they would empty their churches. Well my dear ones, if I were to tell you, to-night, how many churches have already been emptied and closed you would be astonished. Why cannot humanity be kind and those churches be filled with the Light instead of criticism and condemnation?

I think I should tell you to-night that one in Los Angeles who is preaching such viciousness, such falsehoods against the Messengers was one who caused the crucifixion of Jesus in that embodiment. That is how We know the Reality of Life; and when those individuals continue that destructive activity embodiment after embodiment, can you conceive of anything more pitiful in all the world? Watch out for human sympathy. Do not let it act. Arise in the Power of your Presence and call for their release; call the Archangel
Michael with the Sword of Blue Flame to descend and cut them free from further destruction. That is how you heap coals of fire of good upon the heads of destructive individuals.

What do you think it means? For instance, you who are gathered here to-night, what do you think it would mean, if before retiring, you were all to make an earnest call to the Presence of Life, the "Mighty I AM," and the Archangel Michael to cut these individuals free; annihilate cause, effect, record and memory from all which was impelling them into destructive activities, would you not render a service inconceivable?

That is why this Activity of the Light that knows no obstruction simply moves Perfection in; and these precious Messengers in all the viciousness that has been said about them, the falsehood and that force which has been projected at them, is unable to touch them; and they call blessings and the Power of Freedom upon those who act so viciously. Show Me any others of mankind who are willing to do it, or who do do it. People prattle about Christ-likeness. When you are able to call Blessings and the Great Presence of Life, to cut individuals free who are building up more and more destruction about themselves each day, is that not Christ-likeness? (applause)

Therefore, My beloved ones, go forth the Victory and Freedom of the Light, in the fulness of Light! In the fulness and command of your "Mighty I AM Presence," go forth the Victory of the Light! Hold that Purity and Perfection which has replaced the discord of the past to-night; hold It in joy and Its Mighty Activity within you!
Let it Out-picture the Glory which it is, in Its ever-expanding Activity in and about you forever.

I thank you, beloved ones for this opportunity to serve and may the Powers of Light hold you in My Victory of the Light forever. (applause)

· DECREES ·

"Mighty I AM Presence"! flood Your money to me from here and there and everywhere as a Glad free Gift of Love; and see that I use it all in the service of the Light forever!

As one brushes feathers away with the wave of the hand; so can one consume all dirt or unnecessary substance, by a wave of the VIOLET CONSUMING FLAME from the Hand of the individual's own "Mighty I AM Presence"; commanding everything in your Being and world to be maintained forever absolutely spotless and immaculately clean.

"Mighty I AM Presence"! fill my world with ASCENDED MASTER MIRACLES every moment NOW! TO-DAY! produced by Love's own Power from within Thine own Great Ray.
ELOVED Children of the Light, do you quite understand that within you the Stream of Light and Energy that is beating your heart and giving you Life is all that you ever craved? In that Light is released all happiness, all supply and the governing of every condition. It will make your Life a perfect dream of beauty in action.

You have dreams, some pleasant and some unpleasant; but after all the Dream of Life, which means the full action and Perfection of Life, has been within the heart of mankind forever, and will remain forever. It is the Prompting of Life
within you which gives you in the stillness—in the quiet moments of your Life—the feeling to often day-dream, so to speak, of the Beauty and Perfection which you would so enjoy. To-day, there are many who are having fulfilled in their Lives, through their calls to the Presence of all Life, their desires for the happiness, beauty and Perfection, which they had thought were impossible of attainment.

We know it is not impossible, to attain Great Eternal Happiness; and many of the students to-day are also finding that it is not impossible. It is all quite practical, and as the Messenger has said to you so many times: "Try to feel, that all which ever has or ever will act within you is your own Presence and Power of Life, the 'Mighty I AM'.” Its Wisdom is the most practical action of all that exists in, through and for mankind.

Individuals in the various orders of the world, in the attempt to hold within their own compass the direction of the Wisdom of the ages through the various orders, have clothed Life with mystery and misunderstanding. To-day, Life is revealing Itself to you in Its Simplicity, in Its Magnificence, Its Majesty and Power.

As you go on, and on, in your application of this Great Law and your study of It, I urge you to study, study and study constantly this Magnificent Work. Apply It and as you study, read and re-read these Magnificent Words of the Great Ones, realize they are Cups which carry OUR Power of Light into YOUR world. Remember, that as you study, study and hold your attention upon these Cups of Light, which are Our Words you will anchor the Power of Our Light within your feeling world; and you will have the Eternal Blessing of Its Great Power and Action.
The hour has come to see the shining face of your "Mighty I AM Presence"! Its slender Hands point you every minute to Victory and every second is now filled with Mighty Ascended Master Miracles of Perfection forever!

**MINUTE MEN OF SAINT GERMAIN**

**SAINT GERMAIN’S DISCOURSE**

**Oakland, Cal., Class—September 3, 1938**

ELOVED friends of Oakland and San Francisco and beloved "I AM" students, necessity compels Me to make certain revelations to you to-night, which you may accept or reject as you choose.

Secretly there has been spread in your vicinity an activity which pretends to be the Real Activity of Myself. That is not true. I have never had anything to do with that activity. The black magician who has his claws upon it is representing himself to be Me. Now, if the people want to believe him instead of My Words, they are quite free to do so; but I assure you, when that black magician, if he is not caught before, sees his failure which is before him now to-night, he will turn upon his victims; and God help those who are caught within his claws.
It is strange, that people can be so deceived. Beloved ones, this Ascended Master Instruction of the "Mighty I AM Presence" is not to destroy. It is to build. I AM BUILDING AN ETERNAL FOUNDATION FOR AMERICA AND THERE SHALL NOT ANY BLACK MAGICIAN NOR ALL OF THEM NOR THEIR CLAWS AMONG MANKIND DESTROY MY WORK! (applause) I would much rather not have to do this, but since it is imperative, I do not hesitate to tell the Truth. The responsibility is on Myself, not the Messenger; therefore, I say to you fellow-students and friends of America: "If you do not believe My Words go on; but one day, too late, you will KNOW that I HAVE told you the Truth.

I shall give you the full explanation. There have been various individuals, some of whom I dismissed from this activity for good reasons; some who have been their sympathizers; and some from other groups of people who have gone into that activity thinking to destroy My Work. Well, remember! destruction always returns upon its creator sometime, somewhere.

I bring forth only Kindness, Constructive Activity and the Wisdom of the Ages in those magnificent books, the SAINT GERMAIN SERIES. They will stand for hundreds of years as they are to-day, because they deal with the Truth of Life in greater fulness than anything that has ever been brought to mankind. Having My ETERNAL FREEDOM I should know what I am talking about.

If there is anyone in this room who thinks this is the Messenger talking, change your mind! HE IS VOICING MY WORDS THAT IS TRUE, BUT THEY ARE MY WORDS, NOT HIS. The world
is going to know that the Ascended Masters are Real Tangible Beings and VERY PRACTICAL.

The Life that is beating your own precious hearts this moment is the most practical thing in this Universe. There is not a thing in the whole Universe that IS practical but Life. Once you realize that, you will see how even in Our Octave where all this great Perfection is, still We are as practical as you and even more so; because We know the full Truth of Life, which you are beginning to understand.

From Maine to Seattle there are individuals, because they could not govern the Messengers and My Work, who have sought these four years to find some channel—some avenue—by which they could outwit and destroy My Work through the Messengers. In their hearts they know I AM REAL, but in their intellects they try to doubt. That is unfortunate for them.

Now beloved ones, I am standing right here in a body just as tangible as yours, while I am flashing these words to the Messenger. You might say to Me: "Well why don't you show yourself?" WHEN I GET READY I WILL, (applause) but remember! IN THIS TIME OF DICTATORSHIPS THERE ARE NO DICTATORS TO ME; (applause) AND THE DICTATORS OF THE WORLD HAPPEN TO KNOW ME QUITE WELL! They also know their dictatorships are of short duration. (applause—audience rising)

Beloved ones, while you are standing, please receive the Mighty Currents of Energy pouring to you, as I continue for a few moments. Now, let Me explain to you why I have become so very determined and so positive to the outer world, which I have not been heretofore.
When I am witness to the conditions of the nations of Europe for whom I worked for several hundred years; and because of their unwillingness to listen; and because they have been unwilling to give obedience to Life, they find themselves in the conditions of to-day—prisoners within a boundary of land! If they were prisoners in walls of stone, it would not be firmer. Why the humanity of those nations will stand for it is more than I can explain; except, that I know they will NOT ALWAYS stand for it. Arising among those people are those who will yet set them free. (applause)

Remember, in Russia they have been murdering one group after another. There may yet one arise within Russia who will be the Power of Light; and when that takes place, the transformation will be almost magical. Be of good cheer, the world has not gone to the dogs yet. (applause)

Believe Me when I say to you, beloved friends of America and fellow-students, some of you have no doubt witnessed airplanes in a tail spin. Well, some of these dictators are going to take a tail spin! (applause) Now, I say to all the destructive forces there are: "Destroy Me if you can! You will find that an Ascended Being can walk right through your walls; and your locks and keys do not keep Me out; and I say to all associations hiding behind the shadow of darkness: be careful that I do not stand beside you!

Beloved ones, when mankind come to the point where they are afraid to show their faces and talk from within darkness, any sane human being should know treachery and destruction is back of it.

Beloved ones, when Kuthumi and Morya
brought the knowledge of the Masters to mankind and the western world. Their first attempt was through Theosophy. They brought it forth and the present activity of spiritualism took it up and distorted it. Then, the black magicians seized upon spiritualism and concocted all kinds of materializing seances, trumpet seances, and every conceivable scheme to get the people into darkness. Well they did not get very far.

Now watch out, friends of America, the claws of the black magicians are out and whatever tries to pull you into darkness, you know it is destructive; and you had better be careful. When you listen to a voice outside of your own "Mighty I AM Presence," make the individual appear before you. You remember in the oracles of Egypt, when they began to speak from hidden sources the destruction of Egypt came. Once there were Real Oracles! Then the destructive forces seized upon that idea and placed human beings to speak within those oracles and the down-fall came.

To-day, in America there are those same individuals, the same diabolical action is trying to get its clutches upon beloved mankind and if mankind will listen to Me, those destructive forces will never succeed. I leave every human being wholly free to believe Me, the Messengers and My Work which I have brought forth, or not, as they choose. You will never find Me, you will never find the Messengers asking you to do anything except be loyal to the Presence of your own Life, the Perfection that It holds and your Almighty Freedom!

Anything that tries to bind you is your enemy and remember it! Therefore, I say to you to-
night, beloved ones of the Light, go forward in the Light and be free! These precious Messengers who have gone forth so fearlessly carrying My Work, what do you think My feeling is to them? (applause)

Do you know, that I have tried to bring this Ascended Master Instruction of the "Mighty I AM Presence" forth for six hundred years? When I thought I had Napoleon to the point where he would give obedience he failed Me; yet had he obeyed Me it would have saved all the wreckage of Europe since. He was, in the beginning, as obedient as you or the Messengers; but in an unguarded moment, through a condition which I do not care to mention, he opened himself to those destructive forces; and I could not get him to listen afterwards. I went to his apartments in Paris as a last effort, and placed a screen across the room. I walked in behind it one form and came out another to prove to Him the Power of Life; and still he would not believe, after he had evidence untold!

Therefore, in your seeking evidence of proof of Ourselves or Our Light, remember Napoleon! Beloved ones, the human ungoverned will never admit Perfection. Remember that! Until you, like the Messenger, make your human come into obedience and be silent, you will not know happiness in its fulness. He was fortunate at that moment, because ten minutes later, he never would have accomplished it; but unknowingly he was co-operating with the Great Cosmic Law.

You have seen, in the Work of the Messengers, everything suddenly stop in order to bring into action the Great Cosmic Law to co-operate with
your calls. That is the Power of Wisdom acting, beloved ones.

I love you, friends of America, every one, and I love you beloved students with a Power of Love that is unknown outside of Our Octave in which there is no human quality. It is the Power of Light that can lift you to the Heights, every one of you. You see how the Messengers have been lifted to their present height; and yet in their great Love and obedience to Me, everything they have is offered to Me and shall always be. Not because I ask it, but because they love Me; because they have found that I make no mistakes and have not deceived them once. Neither shall you, if you give Me that same obedience; for I ASK ONLY YOUR OBEDIENCE TO YOUR OWN LIFE, that I may assist you into Eternal-Everlasting Freedom.

I love you, beloved people of America! I love the people of America, because they are responding to the Presence and Power of Light; and very soon, as Life is offering Its Perfection to you today, We shall stand forth the Victory of America and her precious people! (applause).

I wish, through the hand of the Messenger by My Own Current, to congratulate our Beloved Lotus in her magnificent service to humanity; to the Light; to America. No stauncher friend of America or for the Freedom of mankind lives today. May you understand and feel that tirelessness in her service, using limitless energy to serve America. May the blessings of the Eternal Power of Light enfold her in Its Invincible Protection and release from the Treasure-house of her Presence all the jewels, all the gold, that she can use in the Service of the Light.
Friends of America, if you will stand firm enough, and long enough, to win the Victory of the Light in America, I shall show you some things that will forever lift you into the glory of the incoming Golden Age and the Perfection it means for every human being on the face of this earth and in America. I shall show you your Temples illumined without fixtures; for I shall place, within every Temple of Light, the Unfed Flame and the Luminous Globes of Light to stand eternally, illumining your places of worship. That is what stands before those who serve the Light! (applause).

Remember, beloved ones, the Glory of God, the "Mighty I AM" opens Its Arms to you and says: "Come home, my children, and live in the Beauty, the Perfection and the Blessings that Life holds for you in Its Limitless Abundance; and all that your heart has craved throughout the centuries shall then be yours in action, in use. The Beauty and Perfection of your homes and activities, which all mankind has craved throughout the centuries, shall be yours here upon earth; until you change your forms in the Power and Light of your Ascension. I thank you. (applause).

**DECREE**

"Mighty I AM Presence" YOU stand guard over my feeling world forever and make it impossible for me to ever accept anything into my feeling less than the ASCENDED MASTERS' PERFECTION in all I do forever!
H, Glorious Flag of America! of Light! and of Freedom! We bow before Thy Majesty and Glory and we kiss the Radiance that flows forth from Thy Mighty Presence.

We thank Thee, Oh Goddess of Liberty, for having brought forth this emblem of Thy Purity, Freedom and Blessing to America and the world. May Thy Mighty Radiance go forth everywhere to bless and fill mankind with courage, strength and happiness; and to be an eternal reminder that America is the last spot on earth where the Glory and Freedom for mankind can be brought forth. May all the world awaken to know and feel the full Blessing and Power of that which our Flag means to all. Its Blessings are not only poured out to America, but to all the world; for that Flag symbolizes the Light of the world. May Its Mighty Light take Its full Dominion and express everywhere in the hearts of mankind.

Oh, "Mighty I AM Presence" hold that waving splendor in the Cosmic Light over America until
the Golden Age finds Its full Dominion and expression in the world; peace on earth once again reigns; and all pour forth good will to man. In the fulness of all Life holds for each one, may all give obedience to Life and pour Love and kindness to

May Our Flag hold forever Its Mighty Blessing and Light. We thank Thee, Oh Great Host of Light, that Thou dost take command this day; and hold forever in Thy Invincible protection, our Constitution, our Supreme Court, our Declaration of Independence. Release the fulness of all the Perfection Life holds, and all Our Flag means to America and the world.

We stand in the Glory of the Mighty Victory of Light, until every heart in America feels the same Great Love, the same great Enthusiasm, the same great Power and Light; until it fills all the earth and is eternally sustained.

· DECREES ·

"Mighty I AM Presence"! You produce Perfection here in spite of all appearances!

"Mighty I AM Presence"! absorb into YOUR HEART and MAKE ME FEEL ONLY YOURSELF FOREVER!

"Mighty I AM Presence"! You see that every time I want to release dynamic energy, "I AM" ABLE TO DO IT!
N the privilege that is ours to give the decrees and sing the songs in the "I AM" Study Groups, we should realize how greatly we are blest to-day, to live in this Blessed Land of the United States of America and enjoy the peace and prosperity that is ours.

In giving the Decrees for the annihilation of all communism always include, nazism and fascism, for they are all part of the same sinister activity that is back of them all.

Call directly to the Inner Secret Service of the United States of America to seek out, reveal and annihilate every activity in our country that does not serve the Light or expand the Constructive Activities of Life.

Constantly issue the Decree for the annihilation of all unhappiness in the home-life of our people and all hypnotic domination from mankind forever. Give a definite daily blessing to all Activity of the Light in the United States of America and all throughout the world who seek protection for the humanity of earth.

Call forth the Blessings of the "Mighty I AM Presence" and the Ascended Masters upon all the Forces of the Elements that they may always give you their protection.

Call on the Law of Forgiveness for all mankind's discord imposed upon them and send them your Divine Love, that they may always act harmoniously to you and all who seek and serve the Light.
ELOVED fellow-Americans, "I AM"

Students and guests within our borders!

The Ascended Masters in Their Instruction of the "Mighty I AM Presence" have asked all within our land to stand with dauntless courage, strength and power for the Constitution of the United States of America; the Declaration of Independence; and the United States Supreme Court—unchanged from their original intent and Divine Protection to America and all mankind.

They have asked us all to call the "Mighty I AM Presence" into action to charge our fellow-Americans with enough courage, strength and power to hold those Instruments of Perfection and protection forever acting and serving our people. The Ascended Masters have said:

"America's people shall not sleep longer!
America's children shall have Light's protection!
America's homes shall not be destroyed!
America's stand for right, justice and honor shall be resurrected and once more grip our people and hold control.
America's industry shall be cut free forever from every destructive individual."
America's money shall flow among our people to bring balance and supply to all who seek the Constructive Way of Life.

America's natural resources shall be protected and governed by the Power of Light to supply our people.

America's education shall be freed from all destructive false information and subversive effects.

America's people do want the Light!
America's people do not want a dictator!
America's people shall not have a dictator!
America's people are not cowards, and dictators shall know that!

America's commercial activities shall not be destroyed!

America's commercial activities shall not be held in the claws of those who are agents of foreign dictators!'

Fellow-Americans, you who live within our borders, and guests from other lands! to-day, we should all on bended knees give praise, thanks and gratitude to Life for all that America means to us and to the world; for our Constitution, and for what it means to all mankind.

The greatest illumined minds on earth have said that the Constitution of the United States of America was either a divinely inspired instrument or the early patriots built better than they knew. If they built better than they knew, then something more than human built through them; and brought forth our Constitution of the United States of America by the Power of Light!

That Constitution is a Divine Instrument and has for more than a century and a half been the admiration and ideal of every straight-thinking person throughout the world. Therefore, fellow-
Americans, give your all to protect America’s Constitution now while there is yet time. Individuals and groups who have sought to limit its powers or destroy its protection to our people, should realize that the American nation is made up of those who fled from persecution in other lands. Such courageous persons, who have once tasted of the freedom and better things of Life which we have here, do not too easily forget the sacrifice they made to get here.

Those in positions of authority should be made aware that within our land there are those strong courageous Mighty People of Light. Those fearless, dauntless, determined Champions of the Light are ready now to annihilate every attempt to cripple an instrument that is the guarantee of every constructive thing, to every human being on the face of the earth forever. The Constitution of the United States of America means just that to all mankind and is the only Anchor of Light humanity has to the Ascended Masters’ Victory and Dominion of Light.

The Ascended Masters have said: “Let those in positions of authority beware! The Powers of Light shall take Dominion of their own! The Powers of Light brought forth America! They brought forth the Constitution which guards her freedom; and no human being nor all who attempt Its destruction can stand before the Onrush of that Power of Light which once brought forth our Original Freedom. The Freedom of America was the beginning of the Eternal Freedom for all mankind and the earth from the discord of the ages.

There is a Great Law in the Universe that compelled the acknowledgement of the Power of God,
which is in the Oath of Office that those within our government must take upon entering office. Of their own free will, they agree to support the Constitution of the United States of America and to enforce its laws. Remember! when an individual by the Power of his own Life gives that promise, which is his Oath of Office, he has of his own free will, by the Power of his own Life, invoked the Power that rules all things well!

So, those who have not chosen to support the Constitution of the United States, can—before the Great Law of Life, be compelled by the Power of Light to do that which the human does not wish to do! Those, within our borders who cannot be grateful for the protection afforded them by our Constitution and for the supply of food and money they receive within our borders, are to soon learn what their ingratitude draws upon them.

Those who still earn their living here and who are the beneficiaries of the wealth, blessing and the protection of our Constitution and the Power of Light, should be grateful at least, that their good may continue. All are soon to know what it means for the constructive people within our borders to arise as one man; and in the Power of Light, wield the Dominion of the Ascended Masters' Light Rays; before which every destructive individual and force in the Universe is compelled to dissolve as mist before the morning sun.

The Constitution of the United States of America is a Diamond of Light among the nations of the world—the Diamond of Light that holds the only surviving hope mankind has, against the insane fiends who pose as dictators of the rest of the world! Sooner or later all within our borders,
who do not obey and serve the Constitution of the United States of America, shall be compelled by the feelings, by the Intelligence, by the Power of Light within the hearts of our people, to give way before the Onrush of the Cosmic Light that now goes forth to protect Its own.

America is ours to guard!
America is ours to love!

The Constitution of the United States of America is the Instrument and the Divine Protection given to us by the Power of Life to guard our Freedom and guard the sanity of mankind in the rest of the earth. Any human being who has not Intelligence enough to appreciate the good things guaranteed to him by that Constitution, has no right within our borders!

Beloved fellow-Americans, if you feel as the "I AM" Students do, and as the Ascended Masters do, you will know that We have thrown everything we have on the side of Light for the protection of the Constitution of the United States of America. We would rather give everything we are and have; or ever hope to be or have; for the protection of that Constitution and all it means to the people of America and the world; than to live here under any form of government wherein our Constitution is not permitted to be the activity that guards our destiny.

Life is no fool! The Ascended Masters are not fools! We are not fools! America is filled with strong, stalwart, courageous, fearless, dauntless American patriots, who are willing to defend America with all they have.

Every individual within our borders—man, woman and child, who has strength enough to call the "Mighty I AM Presence" and the Ascended
Masters' Light Rays into action to protect our Constitution, will be answered beyond their fondest dreams. Therefore, we are calling to your hearts, people of America! We are calling to your sense of honor; calling to your courage; calling to your Intelligence; calling to your Life, to come forth and give your assistance NOW; to support and to protect the Constitution of the United States of America, which is your only security of the future.

To think that within a land, supplied as we have been with the luxuries, the wonderful gifts and beauties of Life, that any such conditions should have been able to come about as we have experienced over the last twenty years, is an insult to Life.

Therefore, let you and I and every other straight-thinking person within our borders make up for lost time now; and call with all the intensity and Power of our beings, for the Great Host of Ascended Masters who brought forth our Constitution of the United States of America to release Their Power of the Limitless Legions of Light to stand guard over It that our people may go on with a guarantee of safety and at least as much prosperity and protection, as we have had in the last century and a half.

Everyone within our borders who loves America, should daily gaze upon the American Flag, our Star Spangled Banner! and in all the Power and Love of your heart, call the "Mighty I AM Presence" into action, to release Its All-powerful protection and Perfection to surround our blessed Flag with all the Power of Light that is needed, to hold our Constitution of the United States forever supreme within our borders. Let all
within our borders give daily thanks and gratitude to Life for the privilege of living under a government such as is given to us by the Constitution of these United States.

To you fellow-Americans do we call! Upon us all rests the responsibility of guarding that Divine Instrument! It is the Great Diamond among the nations of the world! Are you going to allow someone else to dim its Light or destroy its beauty and Perfection?

The Ascended Masters offer Their Protection and hold your hands. The "I AM" Students are a Legion of Light! That Constitution of the United States of America shall go on unchanged to guard our people against dictators of any kind—either from the rest of the world, or from within our own borders.

Thou Constitution of the United States of America! we say in all the Power and Light of the "Mighty I AM Presence," the Ascended Host, the Legions of Light, the Great Cosmic Beings and Mighty Cosmic Light! They stand guard over you forever! The Victory of the Light shall blaze within our borders and hold you eternally in control of our people.

· DECREES ·

"I AM" the MASTER POWER of My Presence forever!

"Mighty I AM Presence"! YOU compel me to accept ALL PERFECTION in everything I contact forever!
"I AM" the ASCENDED MASTER MEMORY of every Constructive thing.

FOR HEART TROUBLE:

Make me a new heart, Oh "Mighty I AM Presence" and charge it with Thy FEELING of Victory forever!

TO USE AFTER CONTEMPLATION:

"Mighty I AM Presence"! hold this Mighty Outpouring of Thy Light, Power and Perfection eternally sustained and ever-expanding.

"Mighty I AM Presence"! You stand guard over me forever and never let me send out anything less than THY FULL PERFECTION!

The Presence "I AM" greets the Presence in you and Great Miracles of Light come instantly through.

"Mighty I AM Presence"! You control, conserve, qualify and direct all the energy in my Being and world forever!

"Mighty I AM Presence" charge my entire Being and world with the ASCENDED MASTERS' VICTORY AND POWER OF DIVINE LOVE in all I do forever!
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It is our very great privilege and joy to announce the release of three new pieces of music, which have come forth to carry tremendous blessing. They are charged with the Ascended Masters' Power of healing, illumination, protection and harmony to the "I AM" Students, America, mankind and the whole world. Their power to bless shall never cease, but instead shall ever increase.

The first song is LIGHT OF MY HEART, the music and lyrics of which both came through the Beloved Messenger, Mr. G. W. Ballard, who uses the pen name of Godfré Ray King. The likeness of the figure on the cover is that of his Higher Mental Body and the Light from Its Heart is charged into the music, lyrics and picture to go forth and release Its Perfection to all who hear, sing, play or contemplate it.

The second song LOTUS MY LOVE also came through Godfré Ray King and the likeness of the figure on the cover is that of the Higher Mental Body of Lotus Ray King. The Outpouring from Its Heart charges the music, lyrics and picture to go forth to release Its Perfection to all who contact it.

The third song is THE ASCENDED MASTER YOUTH OF AMERICA, the music and lyrics of which came through Virginia LaFerrera; and which is dedicated to the Ascended Master Youth of America and the world. It is especially charged by the Ascended Masters with protection, blessings and the Power of the Light to bless all young people forever.

The musical arrangements have been made by Vinton and Virginia LaFerrera and the illustrations on the covers have all been done by Mae DaCamara.

Victrola Records have been made by Catherine Rogers and Virginia LaFerrera.

We wish to extend our love, blessings and gratitude to these blessed ones for their glorious assistance in helping them to be released for the use and blessing of the students. May the whole world sing these songs, be set free from all distress and stand eternally Victorious in the Light.

Price each $1.00 Postpaid $1.15

With love and gratitude it is our privilege and joy to announce the release of our new song book "I AM" Songs. There are over one hundred songs, many of them new with original music and lyrics. Price $.50 plus postage.
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NEW SONGS

Victory and The Minute Men of Saint Germain

It is our very great privilege and joy to announce the release this month of two new songs—VICTORY and THE MINUTE MEN OF SAINT GERMAIN.

The likeness on the cover design of Victory is that of the Ascended Master Victory, Who is mentioned in Unveiled Mysteries as the Tall Master from Venus; the music being charged with His FEELING of VICTORY.

The likeness on the cover design of The Minute Men of Saint Germain is that of our Beloved Ascended Master, Saint Germain, in Golden Armor as He works with the Sword of Blue Flame at the Inner Levels. The likeness of Him is very remarkably accurate.

These songs come forth to carry tremendous Blessings to all. They are charged with the Power of Victory and Light to bring the Victory of the Light everywhere they are heard, sung or played, or the pictures contemplated.

They shall charge the “I AM” Students, America, mankind and the whole world with the Ascended Masters’ Almighty Power of Light, until the Eternal Victory of Life takes Its Dominion forever.

The music came through our beloved Virginia LaFerrera and the lyrics through our beloved Catherine Rogers. We love, bless and thank these precious ones forever for all they have done; and our beloved Vinton LaFerrera for his assistance in the arrangement of the music.
NEW SONGS

Rainbow Rays and Rose of Light

It is our very great privilege and joy to announce the release this month of two new songs RAINBOW RAYS and ROSE OF LIGHT.

RAINBOW RAYS was first sung at the New York Class, where the Mighty Light and Action of the Rainbow Rays started forth; to release Its Perfect Balancing Activity of the Cosmic Light; to bring Perfection everywhere. The song was dedicated to the City of New York and carries a Powerful vibratory Action and Balancing Power to bless that city forever.

ROSE OF LIGHT was first sung and dedicated to the City of Los Angeles at the last Shrine Class. This song very definitely represents the unfolding Perfection of the "Mighty I AM Presence," which is the Life within the heart of every human being, and goes forth with a special Blessing to the City of Los Angeles.

These songs both came forth through our Beloved Mr. G. W. Ballard, both lyrics and music and carry tremendous healing Power and Blessings to all. They are charged with the Power of Light to bring Perfection to all who sing or contemplate them. We love and bless our Precious Mr. Ballard forever for his loyalty and obedience to the Light that he may be a channel for these Wondrous Healing Powers to flow through to bless humanity and set them free forever.

The Songs are available through the Saint Germain Press. Price each $1.00. Postpaid $1.15.

Our beloved Catherine Rogers has made marvelous perfect Victrola records of these two songs that all may enjoy them for private healing Blessing.

The Victor Records of the Minute Men of Saint Germain and Victory recorded by the Minute Men of Los Angeles are now released for use in study groups or private contemplation and blessing for America's Protection. Price each $2.50. Postpaid $2.75.
NOTICES

PHONOGRAPH RECORDS

It is our great joy and privilege to announce three new Phonograph Records—Vocal Solos by Catherine Rogers; containing new and original compositions. Two of these Records contain the Lyrics and Music of Godfré Ray King (our own Beloved Mr. G. W. Ballard) which are especially charged with powerful healing. The other Music and Lyrics contained on these Records were written by Virginia LaFerrera and Catherine Rogers. For full particulars see description under “The Saint Germain Series.”

Price each $2.50 Postpaid $2.75

PAPER BOUND DECREE BOOKS

In order that more of humanity may assist in the Decree Work for America, we are reducing the price of the Paper Bound Decree Books, now on hand, from $1.00 each to 50c each. This price, however, does not carry the regular discount to Dealers nor Group Leaders nor refund on stock they have on hand. We ask the co-operation of all in getting this Instruction into the hands of the American people, so greater assistance may be given our Beloved America and the world.
It is our very great privilege and joy to announce the release of ASCENDED MASTER LIGHT, Volume VII of the Saint Germain Series.

It contains twenty-six Discourses all dictated by the Great Cosmic Beings, with the exception of one.

This book is tremendously charged with the Power of the Cosmic Light, by the Great Cosmic Masters whose Words it contains. Every Discourse carries its own special Radiation and Power of the Cosmic Light; and each Word is a "Cup" of the Life-energy, Light, Intelligence and Power of the Master who dictated it.

The purpose of such powerful Cosmic Radiation is to release the Qualities of the Cosmic Beings, into the feeling world and affairs of all who read this blessed book; to give protection, supply, harmony, health and Freedom to all who will accept them.

May every human being on earth read this book, accept Its Limitless Blessings and go forth free from all discord and limitation forever.

SAINT GERMAIN PRESS
MR. AND MRS. G. W. BALLARD
PUBLISHER'S ANNOUNCEMENT

All subscriptions must start with March, 1936, March, 1937, or March, 1938. All back issues may be secured at any time, either by yearly subscription or single copies at the following rates:

In California $3.09 a year
In United States outside of California $3.00
In other countries $3.50 a year
Single copies 35 cents

The magazines may be purchased in attractive bound volumes, matching the Saint Germain Series and holding one year's issues. Price $4.25. Binding your own copies, $1.25. Plus shipping.

These Prices Apply to All Back Issues

Please make checks payable to SINDELAR STUDIOS

SPECIAL NOTICE—Change of Address

Any subscriber changing his permanent address must notify us ten days before publication date to be sure magazine is sent to new address. Post Office will not forward Second or Third Class Mail but returns magazine to this office, necessitating remailing, triple postage (out, in and out again) as well as causing trouble, delay and sometimes unpleasant thoughts. Please help us in this and—Please do not ask us to make temporary changes—they are troublesome, expensive and seldom satisfactory.

Thank you.

THE VOICE OF THE I AM

ALL BACK NUMBERS CAN BE HAD AT ANY TIME
We hereby notify all readers and individuals everywhere, that everything in the books of the SAINT GERMAIN SERIES, the VOICE OF THE "I AM," OUR PUBLIC LECTURES, AFFIRMATIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN TO GROUP LEADERS is covered by our copyrights with all rights reserved, including foreign translations.

This means, we will not allow this instruction and Information to be deleted, distorted, adulterated or diluted for any purpose whatsoever and we shall protect them fully.

We are determined that this GIFT OF LIGHT, TRUTH AND FREEDOM from the Ascended Masters to mankind SHALL BE PROTECTED and kept PURE, TRUE AND UNCHANGED—FOREVER—that mankind may receive its Eternal Freedom and the greatest possible Blessing.

We shall use our Full Power and our Full Right to maintain COMPLETE PROTECTION AT ALL TIMES.

SAINT GERMAIN PRESS
and
MR. AND MRS. G. W. BALLARD
Sizes below can be purchased at the

- SINDELAR STUDIOS -

2600 South Hoover Street  Los Angeles, California

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Tax</th>
<th>Postage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Folder, size 5x7, hand colored</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>$0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain, hand colored, 5x7</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>$0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Satin book-mark</td>
<td>$0.35</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>$0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain Satin book-mark</td>
<td>$0.35</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>$0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Miniature, desk framed</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain Miniature, framed</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Miniature, 2 1/2 x 3 1/2 folder</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>$0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain Miniature, 2 1/2 x 3 1/2 folder</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>$0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Miniature, 2 1/2 x 3 1/2 tinted folder</td>
<td>$0.40</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>$0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain Miniature, 2 1/2 x 3 1/2 tinted folder</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>$0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus seals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain seals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;I AM&quot; Pins</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>$0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;I AM&quot; Rings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Jesus, 12x16, hand colored</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>$0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Saint Germain, 12x16, hand colored</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>$0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold Folder Jesus and Saint Germain, 12x16</td>
<td>$8.00</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>$0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown Folder Jesus and Saint Germain, 12x16</td>
<td>$7.00</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>$0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus' Ascension, 12x16</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>$0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus' Ascension, miniature folder</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>$0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Luminous Presence, 12x16</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>$0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Luminous Presence, miniature folder</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>$0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus, 15x18, framed</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>$0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain, 15x18, framed</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>$0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus, 7x9 1/2, framed</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>$0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain, 7x9 1/2, framed</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>$0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus, 5 1/2 x 7 1/2, framed</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>$0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain, 5 1/2 x 7 1/2, framed</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>$0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus seal, silver framed, tinted</td>
<td>$0.30</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>$0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain seal, silver framed, tinted</td>
<td>$0.30</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>$0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus, 24x32, sepia finish</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>$0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain, 24x32, sepia finish</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>$0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus, 19x24, sepia finish</td>
<td>$7.50</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>$0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain, 18x24, sepia finish</td>
<td>$7.50</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>$0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;I AM&quot; Emblems (stickers)</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>$0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;The Magic Presence,&quot; 30x48</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>$0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;The Magic Presence,&quot; 12x20</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>Tax</td>
<td>$0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TAX COLLECTED ONLY IN STATE OF CALIFORNIA
UNVEILED MYSTERIES, Volume I
By Godfré Ray King
Containing first group of the author's experiences. Price $2.50, Postpaid $2.75

THE MAGIC PRESENCE, Volume II
By Godfré Ray King
Containing second group of the author's experiences. Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

THE "I AM" DISCOURSES,
Volume III
By the Ascended Master, Saint Germain
Containing thirty-three Discourses explaining the Ascended Masters' Application of the "I AM," containing three color plates. Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

THE "I AM" ADORATIONS, AFFIRMATIONS AND DECREES,
Volume V—Parts 1 and 2
By Chanera
A selection of powerful Adorations, Affirmations and Decrees of the "Mighty I AM Presence."
Price $1.75, Postpaid $2.00

ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES,
Volume VI
By various of the Ascended Masters and Cosmic Beings
Containing twenty Discourses dictated before hundreds of students. Containing three color plates.
Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

ASCENDED MASTER LIGHT,
Volume VII
By various of the Ascended Masters and Cosmic Beings
Containing a collection of Discourses dictated before hundreds of students. Contains three color plates.
Price $3.00, Postpaid $3.25

"I AM" ADORATIONS AND AFFIRMATIONS
By Chanera
Vest Pocket Edition powerful Adorations and Affirmations.
Price $1.00, Postpaid $1.20

"I AM" DECREES BOOKLET
By Chanera
A paper bound booklet, containing a collection of "I AM" Decrees which everyone can use to bring Freedom to the individual, America and the world. Size 5 ½ x 8.
Price reduced to 50c each, Postpaid 65c

TRANSLATIONS

BOOKS IN BRAILLE
"UNVEILED MYSTERIES"—In Two Volumes
Price $5.25
"THE MAGIC PRESENCE"—In Three Volumes
Price $7.75
"THE 'I AM' DISCOURSES"—In Two Volumes
Price $6.75
"ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES"
(In preparation)

plus mailing charges
CHART OF "THE MAGIC PRESENCE"
A beautifully lithographed color chart, suitable for framing and meditation.
Size 12 x 20. Price $1.00, Postpaid $1.20
Larger size on heavy linen for Study Groups and individual use.
Size 30 x 48. Price $15.00, mailing charges included

PICTURE OF THE ASCENDED MASTER, JESUS
PICTURE OF THE ASCENDED MASTER, SAINT GERMAIN
Hand colored steel engravings of etchings by Charles Sindelar.
Size 12 x 16. Price each $2.00, Postpaid $2.25

PICTURE OF THE COSMIC BEING, ORION, better known as "THE OLD MAN OF THE HILLS"
Hand colored steel engraving of etching by Robert Aguilar.
Size 12 x 16. Price $2.00, Postpaid $2.25

"THE VOICE OF THE 'I AM'"
Monthly Magazine containing articles explaining the Law of Life; also Discourses by the Ascended Masters and other important subjects. Back numbers available beginning February, 1936. Yearly subscription begins with March, 1938.
Price $3.00, Single copy $ .35

RADIO BROADCASTING TRANSCRIPTIONS
A series of Broadcasts available for use, containing explanation of the Law of Life; also protection for America. For information write Saint Germain Press, Chicago, Illinois.

MUSIC OF THE SPHERES

SONGS
LIGHT OF MY HEART ....................................................... Released
LOTUS MY LOVE .......................................................... Released
RAINBOW RAYS .......................................................... In preparation
ROSE OF LIGHT .......................................................... In preparation

A Group of Songs—Music and Lyrics by Godfré Ray King. These are especially charged with powerful healing activity.

GODDESS OF LIBERTY ... Music—Virginia LaFerrera Lyrics—Catherine Rogers
VICTORY .......... Music—Virginia LaFerrera Lyrics—Catherine Rogers
ASCENDED MASTER YOUTH OF AMERICA .......... Music and Lyrics—V. LaFerrera Lyrics—Catherine Rogers

THE MINUTE MEN OF SAINT GERMAIN .......... Music—Virginia LaFerrera Lyrics—Catherine Rogers

Each piece of music has beautifully lithographed cover in colors, suitable for framing, each representing that which the music portrays.
Price each $1.00, Postpaid $1.15
SONG BOOKS
Containing many new and original songs for which music will be published and released as quickly as possible through the Saint Germain Press.
Price each 50 cents, Postage 4 cents

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC
GODDESS OF LIBERTY—Arranged for 21-piece Band. Price $2.00, Postpaid $2.15

PHONOGRAPH AND VICTOR RECORDS
RR-1201—INVOCATION Mr. and Mrs. Ballard and Son
RR-1202—HARP MEDITATION (Silent Night) Mrs. Ballard
RR-1203—BENEDICTION Mr. and Mrs. Ballard
RR-1247—HARP MEDITATION (Nearer My God to Thee) Mrs. Ballard
100A—VOCAL SOLO (Beautiful Presence) Catherine Rogers
100-B—VOCAL SOLO (Ecstasy) Catherine Rogers
101-A—VOCAL SOLO (My Victory) Catherine Rogers
101-B—VOCAL SOLO (Love Star) On Wings of Song Catherine Rogers
102-A—VOCAL SOLO (Goddess of Liberty) Original Catherine Rogers
102-B—VOCAL SOLO (Love Star) Original Catherine Rogers
103-A—VOCAL SOLO (Ascended Master Youth of America)
    Original Catherine Rogers
103-B—VOCAL SOLO (The Guardian Cherubim) Original Catherine Rogers
104-A—VOCAL SOLO (Light of My Heart) Original Catherine Rogers
104-B—VOCAL SOLO (I Come on the Wings of Light) Original Catherine Rogers
105-A—VOCAL SOLO (Lotus My Love) Original Catherine Rogers
105-B—VOCAL SOLO (The Cosmic Hour) Original Catherine Rogers

These Records are suitable for individual meditation or use in Study Groups.
Price each $2.50, Postpaid $2.75

Headquarters for All Publications
SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, P. O. Box 1133, Chicago, Ill.
Western Representative
SINDELAR STUDIOS, 2600 So. Hoover St., Los Angeles, California
Copyrighted by Saint Germain Press, Chicago, Illinois